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ABSTRAK

Kata kunci: Novel The belly of Paris, political spirits, sosiologi, dan sastra
ABSTRACT

This study aims to analyse the political spirit of the main character Florent Queneu in the novel The Belly of Paris by Emile Zola, this study aims to understand and find out about political events and how political influence on society in the novel The Belly of Paris by Emile Zola. This study analyses social problems using Sociological analysis, the results of this study show (1) the social life background of Florent Quenu who oppose the government in this novel, (2) describe the social conditions of the community at that time (3) problem solutions to overcome the social conditions of the community in this novel. This research uses a descriptive qualitative method. This study uses 2 data sources, namely premier and secondary. The premiere data source in this study is the novel The Belly of Paris. Secondary data sources in this study are articles, books, and the internet.

Keyword: The belly of Paris novel, political spirits, sociological, and literature
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